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Introduction to fault tolerance
•

Distributed systems are suspect to partial failures

– Design goal: recovery from partial failures without seriously affecting
overall performance

•

Requirements for dependable systems
1. Availability
•

Probability that the system is operating correctly at any given moment and is
available to perform its functions on behalf of its users

2. Reliability
•

Probability that the system can run continuously without a failure for an
interval of time

3. Safety
•

When a system temporarily fails to operate correctly, nothing
catastrophic should happen

4. Maintainability
•

Refers to how easily a failed system can be repaired
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Introduction to fault tolerance
• Terminology
– Failure: A component is not living up to its specifications.
– Error: part of system’s state that may lead to failure
– Fault: The cause of an error
•
•
•

Transient fault: occurs once and then disappears
Intermittent fault: occurs, vanishes of its own accord, reappears,
...
Permanent fault: continues to exist until repaired

– Fault tolerance: system can provide its services even in
the presence of faults
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Failure models
• Different types of failures

• Fail-stop failures

– Server crash is announced by the server or properly detected by other
processes

• Fail-silent failures

– Server crash is only detected by other processes, possibly incorrectly

• Fail-safe failures

– Server exhibits arbitrary failures in a benign way
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Redundancy for failure masking
• Redundancy is key technique for masking faults
– Information redundancy

• Extra bits are added to allow recovery from garbled bits

– Time redundancy

• Design a system such that an action can be performed again if anything went
wrong.

– Physical redundancy

• Extra hardware or processes added to tolerate loss
• Example: TMR (Triple Modular Redundancy)
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Process resilience
• Protect against malfunctioning processes through process
replication, organizing multiple processes into process
group.

• Organizing several identical processes into a group allows masking a
faulty process
– When a message is sent to the group, all processes receive it
– Process groups may be dynamic
• New groups can be created and old groups can be destroyed
• A process can join a group or leave one during system operation
• A process may be a member of several groups at the same time

• Allows treating a collection of processes as a single abstraction
• Need mechanisms for managing groups and group memberships
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Process resilience
Flat groups
•
•
•

Hierarchical groups

All processes are equal
No single point of failure
Complicated decision making

•
•
•

Coordinator delegates
requests to workers
Single point of failure
Clear decision making
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Process resilience
• Group membership
– Method needed for creating and deleting groups
– Method needed for allowing processes to join and leave groups
– Group server
• Handles all requests, maintains database of groups
• Pros: Straightforward, efficient, easy to implement
• Cons: Single point of failure
– Distributed group membership management with multicasting
• Challenges
– Discovery of crashed group members
– Synchronizing leaving/joining with message delivery
– Rebuilding group in case of many crashes
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Failure masking and replication
• Process replication via primary-backup protocol or
replicated-write protocol (see Lecture 9)

– Primary-backup (hierarchical group): single point of failure
– Replicated-write (flat group): no single point of failure, cost of
distributed coordination

• Question: how much replication is needed?
• k fault tolerant system can survive faults in k
components
– Fail-silent failures ® k+1 replicas needed
– Arbitrary failures ® 2k+1 replicas needed
– Precondition: atomic multicast problem

• All requests arrive at all servers in the same order
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Reliable client-server communication
• Communication channel may exhibit
–
–
–
–

Crash failures (broken connection)
Omission failures (lost messages)
Timing failures
Arbitrary failures

• Reliable point-to-point communication with reliable
transport protocol (e.g. TCP)
– TCP masks omission failures (lost messages) by using
acknowledgements and retransmissions
– Crash failures are not masked ® exception is raised to inform
the client
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Reliable client-server communication
• What can go wrong?
–
–
–
–
–

The client is unable to locate the server.
The request message from the client to the server is lost.
The server crashes after receiving a request.
The reply message from the server to the client is lost.
The client crashes after sending a request.

• Two “easy” solutions
– (cannot locate server): just report back to client
– (request was lost): just resend message
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Reliable RPC: server crashes

•
•

Where (a) is the normal case, situations (b) and (c) require different solutions. However, we don’t
know what happened. Two approaches:
Server crashes
–

At least once semantics
•
•

–

At most once semantics
•
•
•

–

RPC has been carried out at most once, possibly not at all
Server operations are nonidempotent
Typical implementation: client keeps sending the request until reply, server filters duplicate requests based on their ID’s

Maybe semantics
•

–

RPC has been carried at least once, possibly more
Server operations have to be idempotent

RPC may have been carried out 0+ times

Ideally: exactly once semantics
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Reliable RPC: server crashes
• Server crashes (cont.)

– Example: remote server prints text and sends a completion message, client
receives ACK that its request has been delivered to server

– Server has two strategies:

1. Send completion message before actually telling printer to print (M®P)
2. Send completion message after text has been printed (P®M)

– Client has four strategies to deal with server crashes (C):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Always reissue a request ® text may be printed twice (DUP)
Never reissue a request ® text may not be printed at all (ZERO)
Only when ACKed
Only when not ACKed
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Reliable RPC: Client crash
•

Client crash

– Results in orphan(s) (computation) at servers
•
•

Waste CPU cycles, lock up files, tie up resources
Generate replies that can confuse rebooted client

– Solution 1: extermination
•
•

Client logs its actions on permanent storage, kills orphans after reboot
Problems: expensive disk writes, grandorphans, partitioned network

– Solution 2: reincarnation
•
•

Client divides time into sequentially numbered epochs, after reboot broadcasts start of new
epoch, server kills remote calls of old epochs
In partitioned network replies of old epochs are easily detected

– Solution 3: gentle reincarnation
•

Like reincarnation, but upon epoch broadcast each server kills calls whose owner cannot be
found

– Solution 4: expiration
•
•

Each RPC is given a standard amount of time, T, to finish
If client waits time T after rebooting, orphans are sure to be gone
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Reliable group communication
• Reliable multicast service guarantees that messages
are delivered to all members in a process group
– Design issues
• Faulty processes are present?
• Agreement on who is a member of the group exists?
• Ordering of messages required?

– Simple solution to reliable multicasting
• All receivers are known and are assumed not to fail
• Sending process assigns a sequence
number to each message
• Each message stored locally
in history buffer
• Receivers acknowledge
messages, request for
retransmission if needed

– Problem: scalability
• Feedback implosion
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Atomic multicast (self-learning)
•

Reliable multicasting in the presence of process failures
–
–

•

Message is delivered to either all processes or to none at all
All messages are delivered in the same order to all processes

Illustrative example of atomic multicast
–
–
–

–

A series of updates is to be performed on a replicated database
A replica crashes during the execution of updates
System supports atomic multicast
• Updates are performed at all nonfaulty replicas or by none at all
• Correctly operating replicas need to agree on group membership, i.e.
crashed replica no longer belongs to the group
• Upon recovery crashed replica is forced to rejoin the group and its state
is brought up to date with the rest of the group
Atomic multicast
• Ensures that nonfaulty processes maintain a consistent view of the
database
• Forces reconciliation when a replica recovers and rejoins the group
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Atomic multicast (self-learning)
• Distinction between receiving
and delivering a message

• Group view: list of processes to which a multicast message m
should be delivered in atomic multicasting
– Each process in the list should have the same group view,
i.e. m is delivered to each one of them and to no other process

• View change takes place by multicasting a message vc announcing
the joining or leaving of a process
• Need to guarantee that

– m is delivered to all processes in the group before vc, or
– m is not delivered at all
• Allowed only when the sender of m crashes
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Atomic multicast (self-learning)
• Virtually synchronous reliable multicast

– If the sender of a message crashes during the multicast, the message
may either be delivered to all remaining processes, or ignored by each
of them
– All multicasts take place between view changes
• No multicast can pass view changes
• In transit multicasts are completed before view change comes into effect

– Example
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Atomic multicast (self-learning)
Ordering of multicast messages
1. Reliable unordered multicast
•

No guarantees on the delivery order of messages

2. Reliable FIFO-ordered multicast
•
•

Communication layer delivers incoming messages from the same process in the same order as
they were sent
No constraints on delivery of messages sent by different processes

3. Reliable causally-ordered multicast
•
•

event order

•

Potential causality between messages is preserved
Can be implemented using vector timestamps (Chapter 6)
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Atomic multicast (self-learning)
• Ordering of multicast messages (cont.)
– Optional additional constraint: total-ordered delivery
•

Messages are delivered in the same order to all group members

– Six different versions of virtually synchronous reliable
multicasting
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Atomic multicast (self-learning)
•

Implementing virtual synchrony in Isis
– Multicasting implemented by sending m to each group member over reliable point-to-point
communication channel (TCP)
• However, sender may fail before having transmitted m to each member

– Main problem: to guarantee that all messages sent to view G are delivered to all nonfaulty
processes in G before next view change
• Every process in Gi keeps m until all members have received it (stable)

– Only stable messages are allowed to be delivered
– Stability is ensured by selecting arbitrary operational process in Gi to send m to all other processes

• Upon receiving view change message for next view Gi+1, process P first forwards copies of all
unstable messages to every process in Gi+1 and multicasts a flush message indicating it is ready
to install Gi+1
• After P has received flush message from each other process, it can safely install the new view
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Distributed commit protocols
• Operation is performed by each member of a process group
or none at all.
– Reliable multicasting: a message is to be delivered to all recipients.
– Distributed transaction: each local transaction must succeed.

• One-phase commit protocol

– Coordinator tells other processes (participants) whether or not to
locally perform the operation
– Participants are not able to inform the coordinator,
if they are not able to perform the operation

• More advanced protocols
– Two-phase commit
– Three-phase commit
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Two-phase commit (2PC) protocol
•

Voting phase
1. Coordinator sends VOTE_REQUEST message to all participants
2. Participant returns either VOTE_COMMIT or VOTE_ABORT

•

Decision phase
3. Coordinator collects votes. If all participants voted to commit, coordinator
commits and sends GLOBAL_COMMIT. If any participant voted to abort,
coordinator aborts and sends GLOBAL_ABORT.
4. Each participant having voted for commit waits for final decision by
coordinator. If participant receives GLOBAL_COMMIT, it locally commits the
transaction. If participant receives GLOBAL_ABORT, transaction is aborted
locally as well.
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Two-phase commit (2PC) protocol

finite state machine for coordinator
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finite state machine for participant
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2PC protocol: Failing participant
• Participant crashes in state S, and recovers to S

– INIT : No problem: participant was unaware of protocol
– READY : Participant is waiting to either commit or abort. After
recovery, participant needs to know which state transition it
should make ⇒ log the coordinator’s decision
– ABORT : Merely make entry into abort state idempotent, e.g.,
removing the workspace of results
– COMMIT : Also make entry into commit state idempotent, e.g.,
copying workspace to storage.
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2PC protocol: Failing participant
• Coordinator and participant block waiting for message
– Coordinator blocks in WAIT

• All votes not collected after certain time ® GLOBAL_ABORT

– Participant blocks in INIT and READY
• INIT: Timeout ® VOTE_ABORT
• READY: Timeout (possibly coordinator crash) ® ?
• Solution: contact another participant

• If all participants in READY, no decision can be taken without coordinator (i.e. protocol blocks
until coordinator recovers)

• Process needs to save its state to persistent storage to be
able to recover
• Problem: participants blocked if coordinator suffers failstop failure
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Two-phase commit (2PC) protocol
• Coordinator needs to keep track of two critical
states
– Entering WAIT, in case VOTE_REQUEST needs to
be retransmitted after recovery
– Decision made in the decision phase, in case it
needs to be retransmitted after recovery
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Two-phase commit (2PC) protocol
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Two-phase commit (2PC) protocol
• Steps taken by participant
process

• Separate thread for handling
decision requests by other
participants
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Recovery
• When a failure occurs, we need to bring the
system into an error-free state:
– Forward error recovery: Find a new state from
which the system can continue operation
– Backward error recovery: Bring the system back
into a previous error-free state
– Use backward error recovery, requiring that we
establish recovery points.
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Consistent recovery state
Requirement

– Every message that has been received is also shown to
have been sent in the state of the sender.

Recovery line

– Assuming processes regularly checkpoint their state,
the most recent consistent global checkpoint.
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Coordinated checkpointing (selflearning)
• Each process takes a checkpoint after a globally
coordinated action.
• Simple solution: Use a two-phase blocking protocol:
– A coordinator multicasts a checkpoint request message
– When a participant receives such a message, it takes a
checkpoint, stops sending (application) messages, and
reports back that it has taken a checkpoint
– When all checkpoints have been confirmed at the
coordinator, the latter broadcasts a checkpoint done
message to allow all processes to continue
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Your tasks
• Before next lecture, pls read thew3 articles :
– Shi, Weisong, Jie Cao, Quan Zhang, Youhuizi Li, and Lanyu Xu. "Edge
computing: Vision and challenges." IEEE Internet of Things Journal 3,
no. 5 (2016): 637-646.
– Satyanarayanan, Mahadev, Pieter Simoens, Yu Xiao, Padmanabhan
Pillai, Zhuo Chen, Kiryong Ha, Wenlu Hu, and Brandon Amos. "Edge
analytics in the internet of things." IEEE Pervasive Computing 2 (2015):
24-31.
– Bonomi, Flavio, Rodolfo Milito, Preethi Natarajan, and Jiang Zhu. "Fog
computing: A platform for internet of things and analytics." In Big data
and internet of things: A roadmap for smart environments, pp. 169186. Springer, Cham, 2014.
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